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Abstract: The recent growth of networked multimedia systems has increased the need for the protection of digital 

media. Digital media includes text, digital audio, images, video and software. Image Scrambling techniques are 

designed to make the image content unintelligible. In this paper, we have introduced a Novel approach for securing 

image data. The method proposed is a simple but powerful technique. The method uses R-Prime Shuffle to encrypt the 

image. It makes use of two different R-Prime numbers for rows and columns which make it more robust to decryption.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Information security becomes an important and urgent issue not only for individuals but also for business and 

governments. Security of image data is very important in many areas, such as privacy and copyright protection, security 

communication, and also in military applications Trust in digital data is characterized in terms of confidentiality, 

authenticity, and integrity (ISO 7498-2) [1]. Confidentiality is ‗the property that information is not made available or 

disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities or processes.‘ Authenticity is defined as ‗the corroboration that the 

source of data received is as claimed.‘ Integrity is the ‗the property that data has not been altered or destroyed in an 

unauthorized manner. Image Scrambling(Encryption) is a good method for providing security to image data by making 

image visually unreadable and also difficult to decrypt it for unauthorized users. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Wyner proposed an elegant one-dimensional (1-D) scrambling scheme without bandwidth expansion, making use of 

the discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS). The DPSS are optimal regarding their energy concentration in a 

given frequency subband. This method was given a  two-dimensional (2-D) extension in [2].  However this method is 

not sufficiently secure against various cryptographical attacks [4], including ciphertext-only attack, known/chosen-

plaintext attack and chosen-ciphertext attack. The cryptanalytic results suggest that the image scrambling scheme can 

only be used to realize perceptual encryption, instead of provide content protection for digital images 

 

A new parameter based M-sequence which can be produced by a series shift registers is introduced in [3]. In addition, 

a new image scrambling algorithm based on the M-sequence is presented. The user can change the security keys, r, 

which indicates the number of shift operations to be implemented, or the distance parameter p, to generate many 

different M-sequences. This makes the scrambled images difficult to decode thus providing a high level of security 

protection for the images. The presented algorithm can encrypt the 2-D or 3-D images in one step. It also shows good 

performance in the image attacks such as filters (data loss) and noise attacks. 

 

A region based selective image encryption technique is proposed [5] which provides the facilities of selective 

encryption and selective reconstruction of images. Simulation results are presented and a comparative analysis of the 

proposed technique with the conventional methods is discussed. Also, the efficiency considerations and advantages of 

the new technique over the conventional methods are highlighted. 
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[6] gives an Enhancement to Image security in which Data bits from textual message are encrypted through key to 

some suitable nonlinear pixel and bit positions about the entire image. As a result, a watermarked image is produced. 

After that three different image shares using any two components of R, G and B of entire watermarked image are 

formed. The key is also divided into three different logical blocks by digits. By combining any two blocks of key, key 

shares are formed and are assigned to image shares. Out of those three shares, only addition of any two is able to make 

the full image or key. At the decryption end through appropriate arrangement of shares of key and image, make 

possible to retrieve hidden data bits from watermarked image and reform into its original content 

 

In 1999, J.-C. Yen and J.-I. Guo proposed a novel image encryption algorithm called BRIE (Bit Recirculation Image 

Encryption). [7]  points out that BRIE is not secure enough from strict cryptographic viewpoint. It has been found that 

some defects exist in BRIE, and a know/chosen-plaintext attack can break BRIE with only one know/chosen plain-

image. Experiments were performed to verify the defects of BRIE and the feasibility of the attack. 

 

Chaotic maps have been widely used in image encryption for their extreme sensitivity to tiny changes of initial  

conditions. The chaos based algorithms have suggested a new and efficient way to deal with the problem of fast and 

highly secure image encryption. In [8] the chaotic features of traditional trigonometric function is analyzed and a new 

chaotic image encryption algorithm is proposed. The algorithm uses a chaotic map based on trigonometric function as a 

mask to confuse the plain-image and employs several different types of operations to shuffle the image pixels 

according to the outcome of another chaotic map. Thereby it significantly increases the resistance to statistical and 

differential attacks. The results of experiment, statistical analysis, correlation coefficient analysis and key sensitivity 

tests show that the algorithm is of great security and practicability. 

 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a well known block cipher that has several advantages in data encryption. 

However, it is not suitable for real-time applications. In [9], a modification to the Advanced Encryption Standard 

(MAES) is presented and analyzed to reflect a high level security and better image encryption. The modification is 

done by adjusting the ShiftRow Transformation. Detailed results in terms of security analysis and implementation are 

given. Experimental results verify and prove that the proposed modification to image cryptosystem is highly secure 

from the cryptographic viewpoint. The results also prove that with a comparison to original AES encryption algorithm 

the modified algorithm gives better encryption results in terms of security against statistical attacks 

 

A new method is proposed [10] to secure image-encryption techniques using a logistics –based encryption algorithm. 

In this technique, a Haar wavelet transform was used to decompose the image and decorrelate its pixels into averaging 

and differencing components. The logistic based encryption algorithm produces a cipher of the test image that has good 

diffusion and confusion properties. The remaining components (the differencing components) are compressed using a 

wavelet transform. Many test images are used to demonstrate the validity of the proposed algorithm. The results of 

several experiments show that the proposed algorithm for image cryptosystems provides an efficient and secure 

approach to real-time image encryption and transmission. To send the keys in secure form stenography will be used. 

Steganography is a technique that allows one application to communicate information to another application without a 

third party even knowing that the communication is occurring.  

 

In [11], the author proposed a method, SD-AEI, for image encryption, which is an upgraded module for SD-EI 

combined image encryption technique and basically has three stages: 1) In first stage, each pixel of image is converted 

to its equivalent eight bit binary number and in that eight bit number, the number of bits, which are equal to the length 

of password are rotated and then reversed; 2) In second stage, extended hill cipher  technique is applied by using 

involutory matrix, which is generated by same password used in second stage of encryption to make it more secure; 3) 

In third stage, the whole image file is randomized multiple number of times using Modified MSA Randomization 

encryption technique and the randomization is dependent on an unique number, which is generated from the password 

provided for encryption. This proposed technique, SDAEI, is very effective in encrypting any type of images and the 

results were very satisfactory. SD-AEI method is also compared with various other image encryption techniques and it 

was found that SD-AEI cryptographic method takes optimal amount of time when compared to other encryption 

techniques, for encrypting and decrypting an image file. This method can be used to encrypt any type of image file, 

especially secret images, where steganography has been applied, so that the contents in the image file can be kept more 

secure. 
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[12] proposes a new invertible two-dimensional map, called Line map, for image encryption and decryption. It maps 

an image to an array of pixels and then, maps it back from the array to a same sized image. A Line map consists of two 

submaps: the left Line map and the right Line map, which are used for image encryption and decryption. In order to 

overcome the shortcoming of conventional image encryption approaches based on two-dimensional (2-D) maps which 

can be used only for permutation, this paper presents a novel image encryption approach based on the Line maps, 

which can perform two processes of image encryption simultaneously, permutation and substitution, using the same 

maps. The proposed image encryption does not have information loss. Other advantages include that it is fast and there 

is no restriction on the length of security key that is desirable for different security requirements. Simulation results 

show the effectiveness of the new image encryption scheme. 

 

An image encryption algorithm based on DNA sequences for the big image is presented in [13].The main purpose of 

this algorithm is to reduce the big image encryption time. This algorithm is implemented by using the natural DNA 

sequences as main keys. The first part is the process of pixel scrambling. The original image is confused in the light of 

the scrambling sequence is generated by the DNA sequence. The second part is the process of pixel replacement. The 

pixel gray values of the new image and the one of the three encryption templates are generated by the other DNA 

sequence are XORed bit-by-bit in turn. The experimental result demonstrates that the image encryption algorithm is 

feasible and simple. Through performance analysis, this algorithm is robust against all kinds of attacks and owns higher 

security 

 

Mixed Image Element (MIE) encryption algorithm is a new and promising image encryption algorithm, however, its 

security is affected by the unreasonable choice of camouflaged images. To analyze this factor, the definitions of image 

integral similarity, image partial similarity and MIE classification attack, as well as their mathematic models are 

proposed in [14]. The influence of image integral similarity on the security of MIE encryption algorithm in detail with 

an example is analyzed. The experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm performs best when the image integral 

similarity is 0.5, it gets worst when the image integral similarity approaches 0 or 1. This conclusion provides an 

important theoretical foundation for the practical application of MIE encryption algorithm. The influence of image 

partial similarity is also analyzed in detail with an example. The experiment shows how to find a true image element 

for a specific image with the image partial similarity. Finally, two remedial measures are given to defend the MIE 

classification attack, which is meaningful for completing MIE encryption algorithm. 

 

III. R-PRIME SHUFFLE TECHNIQUE 

 

Spatial alignment of Digital images is of importance to many applications one such application is Image Quality.  

The pixels in a digital image has strong correlation between columns and rows. Image correlation is most widely used 

technique in Image processing domain.  This technique is also called as Template Matching which is used to match the 

similarity between any two parts of the image. It can also be used to locate a object in a digital image. In this paper, 

Cross correlation using FFT is used as a measure of similarity between two Rows/Columns in a Digital Image.    

R-Prime called as Relative Prime Shuffling technique. Two Numbers are said to be relatively prime if they don‘t 

have any common factor except one. To choose a Relative Prime number for shuffling from the set, correlation concept 

is used. The Lowest correlation obtained between the different Relative Primes numbers(Row/Column positions) and  

1
st
 row/column is used as a key for carrying out the shuffling.  

 

A. Encryption 

The method used for Encryption is as follows 

1) Read the image 

2) Convert it to grayscale 

3) Based on the Size of the Image(MXN), find out all the Relative Prime Numbers and save them in a set S 

4) Using set S to find the correlation of the First row with remaining rows (positions w.r.t elements present in the 

set). 

5) Consider the lowest correlation as the key to shuffle the rows in the image 

6) Continue till all the positions in the image are considered 

7) Save the Relative Primes Number as a key considered for Row Shuffling 
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Repeat the same procedure for Column shuffling 

 

B. Decryption 

1) Use the Saved key for Row and Column Shuffling to get the Original Image back  

2) Use the column Relative Prime and rearrange the columns, this will give row shuffled image 

3) Using this row shuffled image and the key for row relative prime rearrange the rows which will give you 

Original Image back. 

4) Continue till all the positions in the image are rearranged 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

For Experimental purpose five standard images of size 256X256 were used. The test was carried out on grayscale 

images however this method is extensible over 24-bit color images. The method is not limited to the type or extension 

of a digital image.  Figure 1 shows the plot for correlation obtained between the first row of the image with all the 

Relative Prime numbers considered in the set. The lowest correlation is considered as a key for shuffling. Figure 2 

shows a plot for correlation between the first column and the set of Relative Prime numbers. Figure 3(a) shows the 

original image, (b) shows the image obtained after the shuffling of rows in the original image. To make the quality of 

the image imperceptible to human eye, the procedure is repeated for columns using the image obtained in 3(b) which 

gives a scrambled image shown in figure 3(c). The method for decryption is simple enough which gives a 100% 

retrieval of the original image shown in figure 3(d). Table No 1 gives the experimental results obtained for the 

technique. The Relative Prime numbers used for rows and columns for different images are displayed for e.g for Lena 

for row shuffling the relative prime used is 239 and for columns it is 143. The Average correlation between rows and 

columns of the original image and encrypted image is displayed in Table No 1.  

 
Fig. 1 Correlation of All the Relative Prime(Row Positions) with Row 1   
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Fig. 2 Correlation of All the Relative Prime(Column Positions) with Column 1   

    

(a) Original Image (b) Image Encryption using Row 
Shuffling 

(c) Image Encryption using  
Row and Column 

Shuffling 

(d) Decrypted Image 

Fig. 3    

TABLE I 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR R-PRIME SHUFFLE TECHNIQUE 

Image AvgCorrelation for Original 

Image 

Avg Correlation for Encrypted 

Image 

MSE  Time 

(sec) 

 Rows Columns Rows Columns 
Lena 

Row       :239 

Column :143 

0.8556 0.7217 0.3984 0.2763 0.00 1.39 

Baboon 

Row: 233 

Column: 53 

0.7351 0.7068 0.2709 0.2344 0.00 1.48 

Pepper 

Row : 59 

Column: 111 

0.5995 0.6281 0.2425 0.2287 0.00 5.72 

Mahalakshmi 

Row: 145 

Column: 141 

0.3190 0.3419 0.1860 0.1860 0.00 1.35 

RadhaKrishna 

Row: 13 

Column: 71 

0.4774 0.5316 0.2261 0.2060 0.00 1.52 
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V. CONCLUSION 

R-Prime shuffling technique is a simple yet powerful technique which can be used for image scrambling. The 

technique is robust as different Relative Prime numbers are used for row and column shuffling. From the experimental 

results it can be observed that there is a reduction of approximately 50% in the correlation between rows and columns 

of the encrypted image. From time taken it can be concluded that the technique takes few seconds for the encryption 

process. It does not involve a high time complexity. As long as the Relative Prime number considered is kept secret it is 

not possible to decrypt the scrambled image. Hence this technique can be used to secure the image by storing the 

scrambled image and not the original image.  
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